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Abstract
We present an overview of the last ten years of research on visualizations that support close and distant reading of
textual data in the digital humanities. We look at various works published within both the visualization and digital
humanities communities. We provide a taxonomy of applied methods for close and distant reading, and illustrate
approaches that combine both reading techniques to provide a multifaceted view of the data. Furthermore, we
list toolkits and potentially beneficial visualization approaches for research in the digital humanities. Finally, we
summarize collaboration experiences when developing visualizations for close and distant reading, and give an
outlook on future challenges in that research area.

1. Introduction

Traditionally, humanities scholars carrying out research on
a specific or multiple literary work(s) are interested in the
analysis of related texts or text passages. But the digital age
has opened possibilities for the scholars to enhance their tra-
ditional workflows. Enabled by digitization projects, human-
ities scholars can nowadays reach a vast amount of digitized
texts through web portals such as Google Books [Goo15]
and Internet Archive [Arc15]. Even for ancient texts, large
digital editions exist; popular examples are PHI [PHI15] and
the Perseus Digital Library [Per15].

This shift from reading a single book “on paper” to the
possibility of browsing many digital texts is one of the ori-
gins and principal pillars of the digital humanities domain,
which helps to develop solutions to handle vast amounts of
cultural heritage data – text being the main data type. In con-
trast to the traditional methods, the digital humanities allow
to pose new research questions on cultural heritage datasets.
Thereby, existent algorithms and tools provided by the com-
puter science domain are used, but for various research ques-
tions in the humanities, scholars need to invent new methods
in collaboration with computer scientists.

Developed in the late 1980s [Hoc04], the digital human-
ities primarily focused on designing standards to represent
cultural heritage data such as the Text Encoding Initiative
(TEI) [TEI15] for texts, and to aggregate, digitize and de-
liver data. In the recent years, visualization techniques have

gained more and more importance when it comes to an-
alyzing the provided data. For example, Saito introduced
her digital humanities conference paper 2010 with: “In re-
cent years, people have tended to be overwhelmed by a vast
amount of information in various contexts. Therefore, ar-
guments about ’Information Visualization’ as a method to
make information easy to comprehend are more than under-
standable.” [SOI10].

A major impulse for this trend was given by Franco
Moretti. In 2005, he published the book “Graphs, Maps,
Trees” [Mor05], in which he proposes the so-called distant
reading approaches for textual data, which steered the tra-
ditional way of approaching literature towards a completely
new direction. Instead of reading texts in the traditional way
– so-called close reading –, he invites to count, to graph and
to map or, in other words, to visualize them.

This state-of-the-art report surveys close and distant read-
ing visualization techniques that have been developed to sup-
port humanities scholars working with literary texts, for ex-
ample literary scholars, historians and philologists. But hu-
manities scholars from many other fields also apply the typ-
ical literary criticism techniques close and distant reading.
We present a taxonomy and classify the surveyed approaches
based on underlying characteristics. We further investigate
the following questions:

• Which experiences are reported regarding collaborations
between visualization experts and humanities scholars?
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(a) Traditional close reading. (b) Digital close reading with eMargin.

Figure 1: Examples of close reading of the second chapter of Charles Dickens’ David Copperfield (Figures reproduced with
permission from Kehoe et al. [KG13]).

• Which existing visualization approaches developed for
other research fields can be also used in the humanities
to support close and distant reading?

• What are future challenges for text visualization concern-
ing close and distant reading to further improve the sup-
port for humanities scholars?

2. A Definition of Close and Distant Reading

While the close reading of a text is a traditional method in
literary criticism that developed in the middle of the 20th
century [Haw00], distant reading is a rather novel idea that
was introduced by Franco Moretti at the beginning of the
21th century. In contrast to Moretti, Jockers uses the terms
micro- and macroanalysis instead of close and distant read-
ing [Joc13]. Inspired by micro- and macroeconomics, he fo-
cuses on quantitative literary text analysis using statistical
analysis methods. As the methods we analyzed are rather
related to visualization, we decided to use the traditional,
more common terms close and distant reading, but we also
considered related works using different terminologies. This
section introduces close and distant reading techniques and
draws a line from the digital humanities to information visu-
alization by combining both techniques.

2.1. Close Reading

Close reading is a fundamental method in literary criticism.
Nancy Boyles [Boy13] defines it as follows: “Essentially,
close reading means reading to uncover layers of meaning
that lead to deep comprehension.” In other words, close read-
ing is the thorough interpretation of a text passage by the
determination of central themes and the analysis of their
development. Moreover, close reading includes the analy-
sis of (1) individuals, events, and ideas, their development

and interaction, (2) used words and phrases, (3) text struc-
ture and style, and (4) argument patterns [Jas01]. The re-
sult of a traditional close reading approach is shown in Fig-
ure 1a. In this example, the scholar used various methods
to annotate various features of the source text, e.g., the us-
age of different colors (blue, red, green) and underlining
styles (straight or wavy lines, circles). Furthermore, numer-
ous thoughts are written next to the corresponding sentences.
Although most humanities scholars are trained in this tradi-
tional approach of close reading, today’s large availability
of digitized texts and of digital editions through web portals
like Google Books [Goo15] or Project Gutenberg [Pro15],
opens up new possibilities for close reading, and especially
for sustainable and collaborative annotation.

Figure 1b shows a straightforward approach of visualiz-
ing various scholars’ annotations of a digital edition [KG13]
within the web-based environment eMargin [eMa15]. There,
colors are used to highlight different text features, and a pop-
up window lists the comments of collaborating scholars. In
Section 4.1 we outline different approaches to support close
reading by visualizing supplementary human- or computer-
generated information.

2.2. Distant Reading

While close reading retains the ability to read the source text
without dissolving its structure, distant reading does the ex-
act opposite. It aims to generate an abstract view by shifting
from observing textual content to visualizing global features
of a single or of multiple text(s). Moretti [Mor13] describes
distant reading as “a little pact with the devil: we know how
to read texts, now let’s learn how not to read them.” In 2005,
he introduces his idea of distant reading [Mor05] with three
examples using:
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Figure 2: Distant reading example shows the structure of and
the themes in Jack Kerouac’s “On the Road” (Figure repro-
duced with permission from Posavec [Pos07]).

• graphs to analyze genre change of historical novels,
• maps to illustrate geographical aspects of novels, and
• trees to classify different types of detective stories.

Although the proposed methods and the intention of dis-
tant reading are controversial in the humanities [GH11a,
Mar12, CRS∗14], many works in the digital humanities
domain are based upon Moretti’s idea. Figure 2 shows
Posavec’s Literary Organism [Pos07] – a distant reading of
Jack Kerouac’s On the Road in the form of a tree. Although
being a non-interactive infographic, Posavec’s approach per-
fectly illustrates the idea behind Moretti’s distant reading, as
it turns away from the traditional close reading by provid-
ing an abstract view of a literary text. The shown branching
structure represents the ordered hierarchy of content objects
from chapters down to words, and themes are drawn with
different colors. In Section 4.2 we present a list of different
techniques of distant reading developed for a wide range of
research questions in the digital humanities.

2.3. Combining Close and Distant Reading

During our literature research (see Section 3), we discovered
a multitude of works involving close reading and interfaces,
which provide distant reading visualizations that allow to in-
teractively drill down to specific portions of the data. This
suggests that the direct access to the source texts is impor-
tant for humanities scholars when working with visualiza-
tions. For example, Bradley asks whether it is “possible to
develop a visualization technique that does not destroy the
original text in the process” [Bra12]. Similarly, Beals asks:
“In an age where distant reading is possible, is close read-
ing dead?” [Bea14] Coles et al. argue that distant reading
visualizations cannot replace close reading, but they can di-
rect the reader to sections that may deserve further investi-
gation [CL13].

When distant reading views are interactively used to
switch to close reading views, the Information Seek-
ing Mantra “Overview first, zoom and filter, details-on-
demand” [Shn96] is accomplished. It follows that an impor-
tant task for the development of visualizations is to provide
an overview of the data that highlights potentially interest-
ing patterns. A drill down on these patterns for further ex-
ploration is the bridge between distant and close reading.

3. Scope & Considered Research Papers

We used the publication year of Moretti’s book on distant
reading techniques “Graphs, Maps, Trees” [Mor05], 2005,
as a starting point to manually scan through all related jour-
nals and conference proceedings in order to generate a snap-
shot of existent research on distant and close reading. We
looked at visualization and digital humanities papers span-
ning a development period of ten years. In order to be con-
sidered for our state-of-the-art report, a paper needed to ful-
fill the following requirements:

• Textual data: The visualization is a solution for research
questions on an arbitrary text corpus, either a small text
unit such as a poem, a large text unit such as a book, or a
whole text collection. For example, we did not include a
timeline visualization of Picasso’s works [MFM08] as it
is based upon artworks.

• Cultural heritage: The underlying textual data has a his-
torical value. While not considering approaches dealing
with texts extracted from social media or wiki systems
(e.g., a social network visualization of philosophers pre-
sented in [AL09], which is based upon relationships mod-
eled in Wikipedia), we took visualizations for newspaper
collections into account. This decision includes some vi-
sualization papers without an obvious relation to the hu-
manities. But the proposed techniques are based upon or
tested with contemporary newspaper collections, which
are indeed part of the cultural heritage.

• No straightforward metadata visualization: We only
considered papers that provide a visualization that is
based upon the inherent textual content. We omitted meth-
ods that only use the texts’ associated metadata. An ex-
ample is given by two graphs displaying relationships be-
tween texts. Whereas the related network graph presented
in [Ede14] is determined by analyzing stylistic features
among the textual contents of novels, the unrelated graph
visualization in [Fin10] uses Amazon recommendations
to determine relationships between books.

• No basic charts: In the digital humanities, the word vi-
sualization is frequently used. Basic charts displaying
statistical information are also labeled as visualizations.
Based on the definition of information visualization given
by Card [CMS99], we only considered papers that pro-
vided computer-supported visual representations of ab-
stract data. In contrast to Card, we do not require inter-
active methods as humanities scholars often gain valu-
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Journal/Proceedings #Papers
IEEE Transactions on Visualization and

Computer Graphics (TVCG) 12

IEEE Symposium on Visual Analytics
Science and Technology (VAST) 6

Computer Graphics Forum 4
Proceedings of the International

Conference on Information Visualization
Theory and Applications (IVAPP)

2

Information Visualisation Journal 1

Table 1: Visualization papers examined.

able insights using non-interactive visualizations. How-
ever, most proposed techniques implement certain means
of interaction.

Altogether, in order to be considered, a paper required a
research question on textual data of historical interest em-
phasizing content rather than metadata and supporting close
and/or distant reading of texts.

Table 1 lists the number of related visualization papers ex-
amined. We also considered approaches developed for other
data types, where at least one use case was provided for
a dataset fulfilling the above listed conditions. The TVCG
journal table entry includes all found papers presented at the
IEEE Symposium on Information Visualization (InfoVis) and
six papers were presented at the IEEE Symposium on Visual
Analytics Science and Technology (VAST). Likewise, the
Computer Graphics Forum entry includes all related papers
also contained in the proceedings of the Joint Eurographics–
IEEE VGTC Symposium on Visualization (EuroVis). No re-
lated papers were found in the proceedings of the IEEE Pa-
cific Visualization Symposium (PacificVis) and of the Inter-
national Conference on Information Visualisation (IV), and
the IEEE Computer Graphics and Applications journal.

In Table 2, we see the number of papers within the digi-
tal humanities domain fulfilling our given requirements. The
49 related works presented at the major digital humanities
conference, the Annual Conference of the Alliance of Dig-
ital Humanities Organizations, indicates the importance of
visualizations for close and distant reading. In 2014, a total
of 345 individual papers were presented at the conference,
of which 33 thematize information visualization techniques
for cultural heritage data (9.6%), including 14 papers (4.1%)
about close and/or distant reading relevant for our state-of-
the-art report. The annual conference proceedings is a suit-
able snapshot of the research done in that field. The collec-
tion is completed by related papers published in two major
digital humanities journals, Literary and Linguistic Comput-
ing and Digital Humanities Quarterly.

Figure 3 shows the temporal distribution of the papers
within our collection. The trend of related works published
within the digital humanities reflects the increasing value

Journal/Proceedings #Papers
Proceedings of the Annual Conference of

the Alliance of Digital Humanities
Organizations

49

Literary and Linguistic Computing 14
Digital Humanities Quarterly 4

Table 2: Digital humanities papers examined.

Figure 3: Papers published in visualization and digital hu-
manities communities by year.

of visualizations for close and distant reading in the recent
years. But this tendency is only faintly visible for visualiza-
tion papers. After classifying and analyzing the research pa-
pers under investigation, we discuss future challenges, which
may be valuable to the visualization community.

4. Taxonomy

This section provides a taxonomy of close and distant read-
ing visualizations found in the papers of our collection. But
we first outline the various types of used source texts and
diverse data transformation aspects that altogether generate
the basis of the proposed visualizations.

Source texts. Single literary texts are often the motiva-
tion for developing close and distant reading techniques,
e.g., Adam Smith’s The Wealth of Nations [BJ14], Gertrude
Stein’s The Making of Americans [CDP∗07], Herodotus’
Histories [BPBI10], or The Castle of Perseverance [Pet14].
Sometimes, an underlying text corpus consists of several
works of an author (e.g., the papers of Thomas Jeffer-
son [Kle12] or William Faulkner novels [DNCM14]) or dif-
ferent editions of the same literary text (e.g., Shakespeare’s
Othello [GCL∗13] or the Bible [JGBS14b]). But most dis-
tant reading visualizations are based on large text collec-
tions, e.g., biographies [BHW11, Boo13], tales [WJ13a],
novels [Ede14], medieval texts [JW13], or news article col-
lections [Wea08, OST∗10, KKL∗11]. This variety of source
texts reflects the diversity of research questions raised by
humanities scholars, and on the other hand it suggests the
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requirement of multifarious close and distant reading tech-
niques.

Data transformation. Many papers of our collection do
not provide sufficient information about applied preprocess-
ing steps to transform the given textual data into the visual-
ization’s input format. Sometimes, a visualization directly
processes annotated text in XML format [Pie10, Boo13,
BGHJ∗14]. Particularly, many techniques are based upon
TEI documents, which is a standard digital humanities for-
mat [Cay05, BHW11, CGM∗12]. Tokenization is often the
first preprocessing step. It is especially required to align
certain text passages when analyzing parallel texts [WJ13b,
JGBS14a], or to determine the similarity of re-used text pas-
sages [BGHE10, JGBS14b]. But most distant reading tech-
niques require more sophisticated preprocessing steps. Of-
ten, the frequencies of single words or n-grams are deter-
mined as the basis to compute the similarity among texts of a
corpus [Bea12, Joc12, Ede14]. Other techniques take advan-
tage of topic modeling approaches to cluster texts or to de-
termine similarities among them [DWS∗12,AKV∗14,BJ14].
Vector space models are a further popular method to repre-
sent documents and compute similarities [DFM∗08, EX10,
KOTM13]. Different strategies are applied when extracting
geospatial information from texts. Automated approaches
use gazetteers [EJ14, HACQ14], and sometimes humanities
scholars manually extract placenames occurring in texts and
collect corresponding geographical coordinates [JHSS12,
JW13]. In [WMN∗14], the close reading visualization of
texts solely depends on manually collected data through
crowdsourcing. Some semi-automatic scenarios include the
humanities scholar’s knowledge, who manually generates or
validates a training set to produce an appropriate data mining
classifier [PSA∗06, KKL∗11].

In the following, we list all close and distant reading tech-
niques found. Furthermore, we outline strategies for com-
bining close and distant reading visualizations to facilitate
a multifaceted analysis of the underlying textual data. Fi-
nally, we classify all papers of our collection in dependency
on used source texts, intended purpose and provided close
and/or distant reading techniques.

4.1. Close Reading Techniques

A visualization that allows to close read a text requires that
the structure of the text be retained in order to facilitate a
smooth analysis. With additional information in the form of
manual annotations or of automatically processed features
of textual entities or relationships among them, a plain text
can be transformed into a comprehensive knowledge source.

While eight visualizations provide only plain close read-
ing views without additional information, 38 works of our
research paper collection developed enhanced close reading
approaches. To visualize such additional information for a
great variety of purposes, the researchers made use of the
techniques listed below.

(a) Colored backgrounds and backgrounds with varying trans-
parency (Figure provided by Alexander et al. and based
on [AKV∗14]).

(b) PRISM uses color to highlight the classification of words and
font size to encode the number of annotations (Figures under CC
BY 3.0 license based on [WMN∗14]).

(c) Circumcircles and connections highlight assonance, consonance,
and slant rhyme sets (Figure reproduced with permission from Coles
et al. [CMLM14]).

Figure 4: Color usage for close reading.

Color is the visual attribute most often used to display the
features of textual entities and it is applied in various ways.
In most cases, a colored background is used to express var-
ious types of information about a single word or an entire
phrase (Figure 1b). The tool Serendip [AKV∗14] varies the
transparency of background colors to encode the importance
of individual words (Figure 4a). Font color is also frequently
used for this purpose (Figure 4b left). Colored circumcircles
(Figure 4c) around words are used only once [CMLM14].
When displaying digital editions of literary texts, insertions
are underlined. This might be the reason that this metaphor
of underlining words is also rarely used to enhance close
reading [CWG11]. Overall, coloring is a suitable method to
express a great variety of textual features. Among other pur-
poses, coloring is used to highlight the automated or manual
classification of words or phrases [KJW∗14, WMN∗14], to
mark common words in parallel texts [JRS∗09,Mur11] or to
visualize various sound patterns in poems [CTA∗13,Ben14].
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Figure 5: Poem Viewer uses glyphs to encode phonetic units, and connections show phonetic and semantic relationships (Figure
reproduced with permission from Abdul-Rahman et al. [ARLC∗13]).

Font size is another method of visualizing features of tex-
tual entities. Adopted from tag cloud design [VWF09], this
metaphor serves best to highlight the significance or weight
of a textual entity in relation to the given text or corpus.
In the design of a variant graph [JGBS14a], which is a di-
rected acyclic graph visualizing differences and similarities
among various editions of a text, font size encodes the num-
ber of occurrences of a word among all editions (Figure 7a).
Within the web-based tool PRISM [WMN∗14], users col-
laboratively group the words of literary texts into different
categories. The collected statistics are used to display the
number of annotations of each word by variable font size
(Figure 4b right). In [CWG11], varying font size is used to
visualize the importance of text passages according to the
user’s preferences.

Glyphs attached to individual textual entities are conve-
nient techniques to visualize abstract annotations that are
hardly expressible with plain coloring or varying font size.
Most examples we found enhance the close reading of po-
ems. In [ARLC∗13], phonetic units are drawn atop each
word using color to classify phonetic types (Figure 5). Addi-
tionally, pictograms illustrate phonetic features. The Myopia
Poetry Visualization tool uses rectangular blocks to visual-
ize poetic feet and the spoken length of syllables [CGM∗12].
For the visualization of a poem’s hermeneutic structure,
Piez deploys glyphs in the form of rectangular and circular

Figure 6: Close reading example with glyphs illustrating the
hermeneutic structure of a poem (Figure provided by Piez
and based on [Pie10]).

maps [Pie10,Pie13]. An example is given in Figure 6. Goffin
explores the placement and design of so-called word-scale
visualizations, which are small glyphs enriching the base
text with additional information [GWFI14]. For example,
the background color of words contained in digital copies
speaks for OCR certainty. Furthermore, small interactive bar
charts illustrate variants of observed words.

Connections aid to illustrate the structure among tex-
tual entities. One usage of connections in close reading
is to highlight subsequent words in a variant graph to
track variation among various text editions [BGHE10]. As
shown in Figure 7a, colored links can help to identify cer-
tain editions [JGBS14a]. Other approaches juxtapose the
texts of various editions and visually link related text pas-
sages [WJ13b, HKTK14, JGBS14b], as instantiated in Fig-
ure 7b. Connections can also be used to visualize sentence
structure [KZ14] or the phonetic and semantic relations
within poems [ARLC∗13] (Figure 5). For example, Coles
draws arcs between words of a poem sharing the same tones
(assonances) to support the analysis of occurring sonic pat-
terns [CMLM14] (Figure 4c).

(a) Variant graph for seven English translations of Genesis 1:5 con-
necting subsequent words displayed with variable font size (Figure
based on [JGBS14a]).

(b) Juxta commons supports close reading of two parallel texts by
connecting related text passages (Figure provided by Wheeles et al.
and based on [WJ13b]).

Figure 7: Connections used for text alignment.
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4.2. Distant Reading Techniques

A visualization that displays summarized information of the
given text corpus facilitates distant reading. The process of
transforming such information into complex representations
can be based upon a large variety of data dimensions, e.g.,
various types of metadata of textual entities, automatically
processed or manually retrieved relationships between tex-
tual elements, or quantitative and qualitative statistics about
unstructured textual contents.

81 research papers of our collection attend to the matter
of providing a rather abstract distant reading view of a given
text corpus. We extracted and grouped various approaches
found to visualize summarized information into the seven
following categories.

Structure overviews illustrate the hierarchy of an individ-
ual text or an entire corpus. A common method is the usage
of rectangular blocks to display the structural elements of
a text [Cay05, JRS∗09, VCPK09]. In [BGHJ∗14], bars with
variable length are used to visualize certain statements about
Stuttgart 21 from different speakers. Another approach is the
use of pictograms to illustrate a distant view of the structure
of a text [KJW∗14]. In digital humanities, the XML-based
TEI format has become the humanities leading technology
to map the structure of a digital text edition [Sin13]. Fig-
ure 8 shows that hierarchical treemaps are effective methods
for the visualization of TEI document structures [Pie05].

Figure 8: Hierarchical treemap visualizes the TEI docu-
ment structure (Figure reproduced with permission from
Piez [Pie05]).

Heat maps or block matrices are often used to high-
light textual patterns. An example is the usage of these
techniques to show relationships among various texts in
a corpus. The similarity for each tuple of texts within
the corpus can be determined by counting the number of
similar text passages, and the result can be visualized as
a heat map [GCL∗13, FKT14], e.g., to highlight similar
Shakespearean plays [RRRG05]. In [JGBS14b], heat maps
are used to highlight systematic and repetitive text re-use
among the books of the Bible (Figure 9). Other works use
heat maps to illustrate patterns within single texts, e.g.,
to highlight the occurrence and frequency of requested
text patterns [CDP∗07, CWG11, Mur11, MH13]. Alexan-
der et al. propose two matrix representations [AKV∗14].
The RankViewer illustrates the ranking of words belonging
to topics and the CorpusViewer shows relations to certain
topics for each document of a corpus. Fingerprinting tech-
niques, as introduced in [KO07], visualize characteristic tex-

Luke/John
Text Re-uses: 0
Significance: 0%

Mark/John
0, 0%

Matthew/John
2, 0%

Mark/Luke
47, 27%

Matthew/Luke
76, 27%

Matthew/Mark
104, 44%

2Kings/Isaiah
66, 100%

Figure 9: Heat maps highlight systematic (left) and repetitive
(right) text re-use between Bible books (Figure reproduced
with permission from Jänicke et al. [JGBS14b]).

tual features of literary works, or can be further used to re-
veal interpersonal relationships between characters in prose
literature [OKK13]. Weaver uses a matrix calendar view to
indicate the occurrence of certain events [Wea08]. Finally,
heat maps are used to visualize the similarity [CTA∗13] or
the flow [FS11, Ben14] of sound in poems.

Tag clouds are intuitive visualizations to encode the num-
ber of occurrences of words within a selected section, a
whole document or an entire text corpus by using variable
font size [VCPK09, FKT14]. By applying significance mea-
sures, the visualization can be limited to displaying only
characteristic tags [ESK14, HACQ14, KJW∗14] (examples
can be seen in Figure 10a and Figure 15b). Tag clouds
can also summarize the major tags for certain time peri-
ods [CLT∗11, Bea12, CLWW14] or topics inherent in a text
corpus [BJ14]. Beaven used tag clouds to illustrate colloca-
tional relationships of a single word [Bea08] and to compare
the collocates between two words [Bea11]. In some of the
mentioned works, tag coloring is used to express additional
information such as classifications or the temporal evolution
of a word’s significance.

Maps are widely used to display the geospatial informa-
tion contained in a text. Many approaches project the place-
names mentioned in a text or in an entire corpus onto maps.
With the help of contemporary (e.g., GeoNames [Geo15])
and historical gazetteers (e.g., Pleiades [Ple15]), the ex-
tracted placenames can be enriched with geographical coor-
dinates, and their visualization on a map supports the analy-
sis of the (fictional) geographic space described in the source
text(s). Some approaches use thematic [DFM∗08, ÓML14]
or density maps [GH11b, GDMF∗14] for this purpose, but
the usage of glyphs in the form of circles is more fre-
quent [Tra09, DWS∗12, HACQ14] as it simplifies the inter-
action with individual plotted places (e.g., see Figure 10a).
In [JW13], various types of glyphs encode various types of
places occurring in medieval texts (Figure 10b). Two works,
which focus on mapping the geographical knowledge of an-
cient Greek authors, draw connections between glyphs to il-
lustrate travel routes [EJ14] or to highlight the strength of
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(a) Combination of map, timeline and tag cloud
for exploring commodity trading (Figure re-
produced with permission from Hinrichs et
al. [HACQ14]).

(b) Various shapes encode various types of
placenames in medieval texts (Figure based
on [JW13]).

(c) Fictional map of Yoknapatawpha County
and related places (Figure reproduced with
permission from Dye et al. [DNCM14]).

Figure 10: Maps supporting distant reading.

the relationship between placenames, which is reflected by
the number of co-occurrences [BPBI10]. In contrast to the
previous works, the geospatial metadata associated with in-
dividual corpus texts (text creation timestamp) can be used
for mapping [MBL∗06,JHSS12], e.g., to analyze geographic
patterns of political activity [Wea08]. The visualization of
Faulkner’s fictional Yoknapatawpha County includes various
means of geographic mapping [DNCM14]: on the one hand,
the imagined geography and, on the other, the placenames
displayed on the geographic levels region, nation and world
(Figure 10c).

Timelines are appropriate techniques to visualize his-
torical text corpora carrying various types of temporal in-
formation. One approach is the straightforward use of the
text’s metadata. This supports the temporal analysis of a
word’s usage in ancient Greek texts [JHSS12], the visu-
alization of uncertain datings of medieval texts through
cited toponyms [JW13], or the exploration of events in
news articles [Wea08, ESK14] (e.g., see Figure 15b). Some-
times, the temporal information about events reported in

Figure 11: A combination of an abstract timeline view and
a tree in EMDialog (Figure provided by Hinrichs based
on [HSC08]).

a text needs to be extracted in order to visualize (fic-
tional) calendars [DNCM14,GDMF∗14,HACQ14,ÓML14]
(e.g., see Figure 10a). For the exploration of placenames in
Herodotus’ Histories, a timeline is used to show where cer-
tain placenames occur in the text [BPBI10]. A somewhat ab-
stract timeline view is shown in [HSC08]. Here, a so-called
tree cut section, whereby each ring represents a decade, visu-
alizes statements from and about Emily Carr’s life and work
(Figure 11). Streamgraphs are popular techniques that pro-
duce aesthetic visualizations and allow to track the evolu-
tion of themes over time [BW08], thus generating enhanced
versions of the timeline metaphor. Such visualizations are
often based on newspaper sources to support the analysis
of contemporary topic changes [CLT∗11,KBK11,DWS∗12,
CLWW14]. Using a research paper pool [ARR∗12], the
changing importance of research topics can be explored.
Streamgraphs may also be used to visualize storylines or to
illustrate plot evolution and changing locations within liter-
ary texts [LWW∗13]. Based upon Hollywood screenplays,
the tool ScripThreads visualizes action lines of movie char-
acters [HPR14].

Graphs are the most often applied method to visual-
ize certain structural features of a text corpus. A com-
mon usage is the visualization of relationships between
the texts (represented as nodes) of a corpus in the form
of a network [Gal11, WH11]. Proximity can be used to
express the similarity of these texts based upon similar
paragraphs [EX10] or stylistic closeness [Joc12, CEJ∗14].
For example, Eder visualizes a network of poetic texts
based on stylistic features [Ede14], thereby highlighting
connected editions and sequels (Figure 13). In other works,
nodes represent the words of a corpus and links are drawn
to reflect semantic relationships [AGL∗07, RFH14] or co-
occurrences [KKL∗11, WJ13a]. Further applications are the
visualization of scene changes and character movements
in Shakespearen plays [RRRG05], as well as the display
of conceptual [Arm14], contextual [HSC08] or multilin-
gual [GZ12] information. Phrase nets connect textual enti-
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(a) Excerpt from the social network in
Mikhail Bulgakov’s Master and Mar-
garita (Figure provided by Maciej Ce-
glowski and reproduced with permission
from Coburn [Cob05]).

(b) Thomas Jefferson’s social relationships (Figure
reproduced with permission from Klein [Kle12]).

(c) Last generations of the Bible Family
Tree (Figure provided by Bezerianos et al.
and based on [BDF∗10]).

Figure 12: Social networks supporting distant reading.

ties that appear in the form of a user-specified relation (syn-
tactic or lexical) [vHWV09], e.g. phrases like ’[word] of
[word]’ within the Bible’s New Testament, as shown in Fig-
ure 14. All aforementioned works apply force-directed algo-
rithms for the placement of nodes. Radial graphs can be used
to unveil the relationships of words within poems [MFM13],
or, again, to highlight the similarity among texts and, in this
case, as nodes radially grouped by authors [Wol13]. The
Word Tree [WV08], also used in [MH13], visualizes sen-
tences sharing the same beginning in the form of a tree. In
contrast to the variant graph, a technique that supports close
reading of textual editions, the Word Tree is a distant read-
ing technique as it dissolves the order of sentences. Finally,
we found a method that visualizes plain event trigraphs ex-
tracted through phrase mining algorithms and thus provid-
ing metaphors to display uncertain information [MLSU13].
Social networks are graphs visualizing the relationships be-
tween people. Such representations are widely applied in
the digital humanities to illustrate the relationships between

Figure 13: Network of 55 poetic texts. Imitated texts marked
in blue, sequels marked in red (Figure reproduced with per-
mission from Eder [Ede14]).

characters in literary texts [CSV08, Tót13]. In these graphs,
the size of a node can be used to encode the frequency of
a character name in the text [BHW11, Pet14], the proxim-
ity of the nodes and the thickness of an edge can serve to
reflect the strength of a relationship [Cob05] (Figure 12a),
and edge style can be used to classify the type of relation-
ship [KOTM13]. As per the aforementioned works, Kochtchi
uses a force-based graph layout to visualize social networks
automatically extracted from newspaper articles [KLB14].
In contrast, radial layouts and parallel coordinates are used
in [Boo13]. For the visualization of Thomas Jefferson’s so-
cial relationships (Figure 12b), the nodes placed on a vertical
axis are connected with arcs [Kle12]. Riche proposed a lay-
out for euler diagrams, which can also be utilized to visual-
ize relationships between characters extracted from Shake-
spearean texts [RD10]. Finally, a smart visualization tech-
nique for representing large genealogies extracted from liter-
ary texts such as the Bible is shown in Figure 12c [BDF∗10].

Figure 14: Phrase net for the pattern ’[word] of [word]’ in
the New Testament (Figure based on [vHWV09] and repro-
duced with permission from Smith [Ope09]).
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(a) Interactive dot plot visualizes text re-use
patterns between two Arabic texts (Figure
based on [JGBS14b]).

(b) Combination of a dust-and-magnet visual-
ization, a timeline and a tag cloud for browsing
historical newspapers (Figure reproduced with
permission from Eisenstein et al. [ESK14]).

(c) Topological landscape visualizes the-
matic clusters in the New York Times corpus
(Figure based on [OST∗10]).

Figure 15: Miscellaneous distant reading methods.

Miscellaneous methods also produce beneficial results
for certain research questions. In [JGBS14b], an interactive
dot plot interface is used to visualize and explore patterns of
text re-use between two texts (Figure 15a). In [GCL∗13],
a parallel coordinates and a dot plot view, which is used
for filtering purposes, visualizes the similarity of parallel
text sections. For the exploratory thematic analysis of his-
torical newspaper archives [ESK14], an application of the
dust-and-magnet metaphor [YMSJ05] yielded useful results
(Figure 15b). The tool PlotVis allows users to model and in-
teract with XML-encoded literary narratives in 3D [PBD14].
A complex tool for the simulation of theatrical plays consists
of various 2D interfaces illustrating the “line of action” and
a 3D interface populated by character avatars [RSDCD∗13].
The categories of words contained in two books can be
compared with Sankey diagrams [HCC14]. Tree maps can
be used to illustrate the occurrences of adjectives in fairy
tales [WJ13a]. For the analysis of repetitions in Gertrude
Stein’s The Making of the Americans [CDP∗07], parallel co-
ordinates visualize the frequency of phrases across sections,
and TextArc [Pal02] is used to explore the repetition of in-
dividual words. Finally, the topology-based clustering of ar-
ticles taken from the New York Times Corpus (Figure 15c)
can be visualized using a landscape metaphor [OST∗10].

4.3. Techniques for Combining Close and Distant
Reading Visualizations

Most of the visualizations we found provide either a close
or a distant reading of a text corpus. Still, an important fea-
ture for literary scholars when working with distant read-
ing visualizations is direct access to source texts or, in
other words, close reading. Among the papers in our collec-
tion providing close and distant reading, some visualizations
combine both techniques – most often in the form of coor-

dinated views [WBWK00]. We do not consider the methods
in [WH11,CTA∗13,Ben14,BJ14] as the presented visualiza-
tions for close and distant reading serve different purposes,
and are not connected to one another. The 26 remaining tech-
niques are grouped into the three categories outlined below.

Top-down strategies are mostly applied when combin-
ing close and distant reading visualizations. Such meth-
ods implement the Information Seeking Mantra in its orig-
inal meaning. Initially, a distant view on the textual data
is shown, the user can often manipulate the visualization
by means of filtering and zooming, and finally retrieve
the details-on-demand by clicking on a potentially interest-
ing data item. In some cases, the texts are simply shown
at the end of the information seeking pipeline [Cay05,
HSC08, DWS∗12, MFM13, RSDCD∗13, FKT14]. Observed
words or text patterns are often highlighted in the close
reading view by way of coloring [VCPK09, GZ12, Wol13,
AKV∗14, HACQ14, HPR14]. Various colors can thereby
illustrate word categories [CDP∗07], e.g., toponym types
in the Herodotus Timemap [BPBI10] or topological clus-
ter information [OST∗10]. In some systems, close reading
is more closely related to the preceding distant reading.
In [BGHJ∗14], the connection between close and distant
reading is achieved by zooming. The distant view, a struc-
tural overview, highlights certain patterns, and zooming al-
lows the close reading of individual passages. In [JGBS14b],
a grid-based heat map visualizes similarities between texts
of a corpus, and clicking on a grid cell opens a close read-
ing view showing the corresponding two texts juxtaposed
with connections between related text passages. The Cor-
pusSeparator presented in [CWG11] is a distant view used
to generate a weighted tag list (dependent on corpus statis-
tics). Based upon these weights, the close reading view of
a text (illustrated with Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s
Dream) is manipulated by coloring and sizing lines.
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Bottom-up methods are rarely applied. The major focus
in such scenarios is the source text and, therefore, close
reading. In [GCL∗13], the user selects a desired text pas-
sage in Shakespeare’s Othello, which is shown in various
German translations. Distant reading visualizations are pro-
cessed (parallel coordinates view, dot plot view, heatmap)
based on that selection. Although text coloring can be ap-
plied to filtering mechanisms, the literary scholar’s interest
in this scenario is the comparison of text editions on a tex-
tual level. In [Mur11], the literary scholar selects a certain
phrase during the close reading process. Next, that phrase is
searched within the text corpus and the phrase’s distribution
is shown in the form of a heat map.

Top-down & bottom-up approaches taken within one
visualization entity allow for switching between close and
distant reading while taking into account manipulations of
the preceding view. In [JRS∗09], the user can switch be-
tween structural overview (distant reading) and text view
(close reading). A side-by-side navigation between source
text (close reading) and a distant reading graph show-
ing the relationships among textual entities is illustrated
in [WV08, RFH14]. Here, textual entities can be selected in
both the graph and the text, triggering mutual updates. A typ-
ical use case for the combination of top-down and bottom-
up behaviors are visual analytics methods. The Varifocal-
Reader [KJW∗14] hierarchically visualizes a document with
the help of distant views (structural overview, tag clouds)
and close reading techniques (use of color, digital copy), thus
supporting hierarchical navigation. In close reading mode,
automatically acquired classifications of textual entities can
be manually modified, which subsequently affects distant
views. The same applies to social networks automatically ex-
tracted from newspaper articles [KLB14]. The user browses
the graph, opens close reading views associated with indi-
vidual nodes and annotates the source text, which, again,
affects the distant view and is used for classifier training.
WordSeer [MH13] allows for a multifaceted perusal of a text
corpus. For selected textual entities, several close and dis-
tant reading views can be used to browse the corresponding
source texts. Within the close reading views, the user can
group words into classes, which can then be used as a start-
ing point for text corpus analysis.

4.4. Paper Classification

Table 3 shows the classification of all research papers based
on the underlying source text(s), intended purpose and im-
plemented technique(s). Visualizations allowing for both
distant and close reading are classified in relation to their
main purpose. The works providing solutions for various
purposes each appear in two categories [RRRG05, WH11,
CTA∗13, WJ13a, Ben14, BJ14].

Single Text Analysis. The main purpose of such a visu-
alization is the analysis of an individual literary work, e.g.,
eight of the classified works support close or distant reading

of single poems. Whereas enhanced text view techniques fo-
cus solely on visualizing additional information within the
text flow, abstract text views support the distant reading of
a single text. Some methods provide visualizations for both
close and distant reading of a given text.

Parallel Text Analysis. This category lists all techniques
aiming to visualize the similarities and differences between
various editions of a literary work or between texts contain-
ing similar passages. Here, the number of individual texts is
limited. Visualizations for section alignments often display
only two texts next to each other. In contrast, the number of
editions is potentially high for sentence alignments focusing
on small textual entities, which are displayed by connecting
subsequent words.

Corpus Analysis. Unlike the previous categories, the vi-
sualizations listed here are based upon an entire corpus con-
taining a high number of texts. One goal is to show auto-
matically processed statistics about textual entities, often vi-
sualized in the form of tag clouds or heat maps. The means
of choice for the other subcategories are graphs that display
relationships between texts based on the similarities of the
textual contents, and relationships between textual entities
such as words or social networks, showing the relations be-
tween characters appearing in the texts. Although some so-
cial networks are generated for individual texts, we place
this category here as its general idea is similar to that of
showing relationships between textual entities. Also, many
approaches visualize geospatial and temporal information
extracted from text(s). The category space and time lists vi-
sualizations that display placenames extracted from texts on
maps in dependency on time, a value that is often inherent in
digital humanities data. Other approaches only use informa-
tion about space or time.

5. Collaboration Experiences

Within our collection, we examined papers about the re-
search experiences reported by visualization researchers in
order to provide suggestions that might help visualization
scholars new to the field of digital humanities to develop suc-
cessful visualizations. Not many projects reveal insights into
collaboration experiences. An excellent procedure of devel-
oping an interface to analyze the sound in poems is given
by Abdul-Rahman [ARLC∗13], who successfully presented
her method at visualization and digital humanities confer-
ences. Based upon a user-centered design study [Mun09],
she reports insights “of a fascinating collaboration between
computer scientists and literary scholars”. Other publica-
tions also share important experiences. Some of the gained
insights regarding various aspects of the development phase
are outlined below.

Project start. One of the most important, initial tasks
of a digital humanities project are discussions about the
research questions and perspectives for which a visual-
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enhanced
text views

[Pie10], [CGM∗12], [Pie13], [GWFI14] x
[PSA∗06], [CTA∗13], [Ben14], [BJ14] x

[ARLC∗13] x x
[WMN∗14] x x

both

[VCPK09], [BGHJ∗14], [KJW∗14] x x x
[WJ13b], [CMLM14], [KZ14] x x

[Cay05] x x
[CDP∗07] x x
[WV08] x x

[MFM13] x x
[RSDCD∗13] x x

abstract
text views

[KO07], [FS11], [CTA∗13], [OKK13], [Ben14] x
[Pie05] x

[PBD14] x

Pa
ra

lle
lT

ex
tA

na
ly

si
s

section
alignments

[WH11], [HKTK14] x
[Cor13], [WJ13b] x x

[JRS∗09] x x
[GCL∗13] x x
[JGBS14b] x x x x

sentence
alignments

[BGHE10] x x
[JGBS14a] x x

C
or

pu
s

A
na

ly
si

s

statistics for
textual
entities

[Bea08], [Bea11], [Bea12], [BJ14] x
[WJ13a], [HCC14] x

[CWG11] x x x
[Mur11] x x
[FKT14] x x x

relationships
between

texts

[EX10], [Gal11], [WH11], [Joc12],
[CEJ∗14], [Ede14]

x

[RRRG05] x
[OST∗10] x x
[Wol13] x x

relationships
between
textual
entities

[RRRG05], [AGL∗07], [vHWV09], [KKL∗11],
[MLSU13], [WJ13a], [Arm14]

x

[GZ12], [RFH14] x x
[MH13] x x x

[AKV∗14] x x

social
networks

[Cob05], [CSV08], [BDF∗10], [RD10],
[BHW11], [Kle12], [Boo13],
[KOTM13], [Tót13], [Pet14]

x

[KLB14] x x

space
and
time

[JHSS12], [JW13], [DNCM14],
[GDMF∗14], [ÓML14]

x x

[Wea08] x x x
[BPBI10] x x x

[DWS∗12] x x x x
[HACQ14] x x x x

space [MBL∗06], [DFM∗08], [Tra09], [GH11b], [EJ14] x

time

[KBK11], [ARR∗12], [LWW∗13] x
[CLT∗11], [CLWW14] x x

[HSC08] x x x
[DWS∗12] x x x x
[ESK14] x x x
[HPR14] x x

Table 3: Classification of research papers according to provided visualization techniques.
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ization, be it for close or distant reading, can be benefi-
cial [JGBS14b]. These discussions include the analysis of
the data features [VCPK09] as well as the setup of regular
project meetings to work on and extend a collaborative idea.
Special workshops can help computer scientists and human-
ities scholars get acquainted with each others’ tasks, mind-
sets and workflows [ARLC∗13]. Abdul-Rahman reports the
importance of visualization researchers participating in po-
etry readings and in-depth discussions with literary scholars
to discover “a variety of interesting problems that might be
subject to visualization solutions”. Also, a small corpus gen-
erated for literary scholars was helpful for Abdul-Rahman to
examine research questions without the aid of existent visu-
alizations.

Iterative development of prototypes. The beneficial in-
volvement of humanities scholars in various stages of the
visualization development is reported in a number of publi-
cations. For example, regular face-to-face sessions between
computer scientists and humanities scholars can help to
identify problems and potential enhancements of the pro-
totype design [JGBS14b]. Such a session should be com-
posed of a demonstration and trials of the visualization pro-
totype as well as intense discussions in order to gather the
levels of detail and complexity that a visualization should
ideally reach [ARLC∗13]. Geßner stated that such a process
finally helps to gain an intuitive result “even for the inexpe-
rienced, maybe sceptical user” [JGBS14a]. A further expe-
rience is given by scholars involved in the development of
Neatline [NMG∗13], which is based upon Omeka [Ome15],
a content management system for online digital collections.
The stepwise development of Neatline led to advancements
of Omeka itself, thus benefiting a far wider audience than
originally anticipated.

Evaluating visualizations with humanities scholars.
The evaluation sessions provided important insights into
design, intuitiveness, the utility of visualizations and into
potential enhancements. A number of humanities schol-
ars working with the visualizations suggested further en-
hancements, some of which strengthen the importance of
close reading solutions [CWG11]. For example, when sim-
ilar close and distant views were provided, “users stressed
that it is preferable to see the actual words” rather than ab-
stract overviews [JRS∗09]. When working with the Varifo-
calReader, the user liked to view “the digitized image of a
book’s page and mentioned that this would increase his trust
in the approach” [KJW∗14]. The metaphor of a digitized
text is also used when comparing various English transla-
tions of the Bible [JGBS14a], which “reminds the user that
it is a book to be read, not just some string of letters”. Al-
though developed for museum visitors, the importance of
aesthetic appeal to engage in information exploration was
reported in [HSC08]. The fact that visualizations should be
designed to meet humanities work practices is mentioned
in [BDF∗10]. Some humanities scholars also mentioned is-
sues or limitations with the presented tools. For instance,

the need to confirm temporary results by analyzing larger
datasets or, in other words, more texts and in more lan-
guages [GCL∗13]. In [HACQ14], the attached labeling was
a crucial issue. The authors resumed the requirement of a
visual representation “to be clear in order to make visualiza-
tions a valid research tool”. Scientists involved in [HKTK14]
stated that collaborative work helped to reactivate and to re-
generate traditional literary methodologies rather than aban-
don them. Finally, the utility of visualization in the humani-
ties is corroborated by the fact that, already during the eval-
uation phase, many literary scholars make surprising discov-
eries [HACQ14], generate new hypotheses or suggest further
usage scenarios for the tools [CWG11,ARLC∗13,GCL∗13].

When working on Gertrude Stein’s The Making of Amer-
icans with POSVis [VCPK09], the collaborating literary
scholar could generate substantial knowledge about the us-
age of the word one. This led to a publication she presented
at the digital humanities conference 2009 [CPV09]. A state-
ment, taken from [ARLC∗13], finally points out the value of
visualization for humanities scholars, who mentioned that
“they would not likely look for insight from the tool itself ...
they would look for enhanced poetic engagement, facilitated
by visualization.”

6. Visualization Solutions Used in the Digital
Humanities

In this section, we take a look at toolkits mainly developed
by visualization researchers, used for various purposes in
digital humanities applications. Furthermore, we list poten-
tially beneficial visualization techniques, which, however,
are not currently related to the humanities domain.

6.1. Visualization Tools in the Digital Humanities

While several visualizations presented within the digital
humanities community are created with the help of stan-
dard technologies such as HTML, JavaScript, SVG, or ge-
ographic information systems (GIS), many other visualiza-
tions make use of existent toolkits to transform textual data
into visual metaphors. In most cases, these toolkits are used
to visualize graphs based on a given dataset. For that purpose
the following libraries developed by information visualiza-
tion scientists are cited: Bostock’s D3–Data Driven Docu-
ments [BOH11] and its predecessor Protovis [BH09], Heer’s
Prefuse [HCL05] and Viegas’ ManyEyes [VWvH∗07]. An-
other popular tool in the digital humanities community, fre-
quently used to draw graphs, is Bastian’s Gephi [BHJ∗09].
Besides D3, Neatline [NMG∗13] and GeoTemCo [JHS13]
are the basis for visualizations of geospatial data. Other used
libraries are the InfoVis toolkit [Fek04], D2K [DUY∗05],
FeatureLens [DZG∗07] and TextArc [Pal02].

Solomon questions the benefit of a toolkit that “has
its roots ... in other contexts and contains its own em-
bedded goals, methodologies, and ideological underpin-
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nings” [Sol13] in reference to ManyEyes, which was not
originally developed for the digital humanities domain. Al-
though the results presented in the corresponding papers in-
deed illustrate the utility of visualization toolkits – especially
the usage of D3, which has markedly increased in 2013 and
2014 – some digital humanities research questions require
the invention of new tools, e.g., PoemViewer [ARLC∗13]
and ProseVis [CDP∗07, CTA∗13], both used for the visu-
alization of poem features. Another example is given by a
method that provides a design for variant graphs [JGBS14a].
The visualization is comparable to the Word Tree [WV08],
but instead of only displaying text patterns that share the
same beginning in the form of a tree, it is capable of visual-
izing a directed acyclic graph reflecting the variance among
textual editions. The Word Graph [RGP∗12] proposes a sim-
ilar method, but its design is not usable to support those hu-
manities scholars who want to track individual and to com-
pare multiple text editions in these graphs.

Despite the fact that complex visualization toolkits cannot
provide out-of-the-box solutions for all research questions in
the digital humanities, the following section lists potentially
beneficial methods for a number of purposes.

6.2. Applicable Visualization Techniques for Digital
Humanities Research

Originally, Parallel Tag Clouds were designed to analyze
the development of text features in legal documents over
time [CVW09]. Later, the Trading Consequences project
used the proposed idea to visualize mentioned locations with
their frequencies per year [HACQ14]. This is one exam-
ple that illustrates the potential utility of existent visualiza-
tion techniques for digital humanities purposes. Bearing in
mind our main classification categories, we scanned through
works published in the visualization community that might
address research questions in the digital humanities. 13 re-
lated visualization ideas and techniques are outlined below.

Single Text Analysis. The DAViewer, a visualization sys-
tem for exploring discourse texts, displays the discourse’s
hierarchy in the form of a dendrogram, and the texts can be
read in an overview panel [ZCCB12]. In this way, it pro-
vides an effective combination of close and distant reading,
which could be adapted to visualize tragedies such as Shake-
speare’s Hamlet. The Sequence Surveyor also provides a
dendrogram to explore genomic structures [ADG11]. Each
leaf shows a heat map illustrating genome distributions. This
metaphor could be used to visualize both the rhyme structure
of a poem in dendrogram form and the heat maps displaying
sound patterns. Another visualization suitable for humani-
ties data is DocuBurst, a technique that visualizes hierarchi-
cal summaries of a text in circular patterns [CCP09].

Parallel Text Analysis. MizBee is a multiscale synteny
browser that visualizes synteny relationships with the help
of linked views on various levels (genome, chromosome,

and block levels) [MMP09]. Such a multilevel visualization
could also help to enhance current visualizations displaying
similar text passages among textual editions. The provided
circular overview illustrating relationships could be applied
in the form of a distant view showing similarity patterns be-
tween many text editions, a substantial improvement to cur-
rent solutions working with a limited (mostly two) number
of editions.

Corpus Analysis. Much research has been done in graph
visualization. In particular, improvements regarding the
readability of and interaction on large graphs [ZBDS12] are
also relevant for handling large graphs in humanities appli-
cations. Other works focus on improving the means of in-
teraction for large social network graphs [HB05, PS06]. Of-
ten, digital humanities data contains more facets than can
be visualized. An adaptation of the approach visualizing set
relations in graphs [XDC∗13] could be used to display fur-
ther data facets. The dynamic access to texts within a given
corpus is also an important feature for browsing purposes;
Overview, a tool used by investigative journalists for text
mining, supports a systematic search on hierarchically clus-
tered contents based on similarity [BISM14]. This could also
help humanities scholars improve the navigation of related
text passages. Many visualization techniques for geospatial-
temporal data can be adapted for textual humanities data.
VisGets [DCCW08] is one such example, already mentioned
as an inspiration when designing linked views within the
Trading Consequences project [HACQ14]. Other methods
focus on visualizing migration patterns [Guo09, BSV11]
in an intuitive manner and could represent suitable tech-
niques to visualize large travel-log collections. A Spark-
Cloud [LRKC10], which visualizes trends in tag clouds,
could be a beneficial visualization for the exploration of term
usages in ancient text corpora. For example, generation, de-
velopment and extinction of synonyms could all be tracked
over time.

7. Future Challenges

The aforementioned techniques tailored for the digital hu-
manities may solve some issues. Yet, there are still major
challenges in the digital humanities where the visualization
community can contribute valuable research.

Novel techniques for close reading. Various publications
outline that close reading benefits from visualization, e.g.,
by highlighting crowdsourcing statistics [KG13, WMN∗14]
or displaying information about textual features and struc-
ture [ARLC∗13, JGBS14a] alongside the source text. Al-
though close reading is an essential task for humanities
scholars, in most cases only simple visualization techniques,
such as color coding textual entities, are provided. Few
works attend to the matter of enhancing close reading in a
beneficial manner. For example, the work on word scale vi-
sualizations is a promising technique [GWFI14] from which
many humanities scholars may profit. But despite the pro-
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posed annotations of individual words with statistics or of
country names with polygons, the concept needs to be ex-
panded to annotating other kinds of named entities. For ex-
ample, providing supplementary information about (1) act-
ing persons and their relationships, (2) artifacts mentioned
in texts, or (3) occurring references could be interesting fea-
tures for humanities scholars. Future work in visualization
should include the development of design methods to meet
such use cases, and studies that measure the benefit of glyph
based approaches for close reading in comparison to using
color or font size to express certain text features.

Visualizing transpositions in parallel texts. When ob-
serving similarities and differences among various editions
of a text, one focus is to detect transpositions of textual en-
tities. Such transpositions may occur on various text hierar-
chy levels, e.g., changed word order, modified argumenta-
tion structures, or even when exchanging whole paragraphs
or sections. Although suitable methods exist for the first
two hierarchy levels (words, sentences) [WJ13b, JGBS14a],
there are no visualization techniques capable of coherently
visualizing transpositions on all hierarchy levels by combin-
ing means of close and distant reading.

Geospatial uncertainty. Many visualizations deal with
placenames extracted from literary texts to illustrate the geo-
graphical knowledge of a particular era. Here, various map-
ping issues arise [JW13]. Texts may contain placenames of
varying granularity (e.g., country, region, city) or type (e.g.,
points for cities, polygons for areas, polylines for rivers) or
even fictional placenames, which are hard to represent. Fur-
thermore, placenames can themselves carry uncertainty of
varying degrees, e.g., the exact locations of “Sparta” and
“Atlantis” have yet to be discovered. Another form of un-
certainty is defined by contextual information, e.g., expres-
sions like “in London” and “close to London” cover various
geospatial ranges. The development of a design space pro-
viding solutions to visualize these various types of geospa-
tial uncertainty is one of the current primary challenges in
digital humanities. Such a design space could be built upon
the ideas of MacEachren for visualizing geospatial uncer-
tainty [MRO∗12].

Temporal uncertainty. The visualization of temporal un-
certainty is an equally important future task. Such uncertain-
ties occur, for instance, when dating cultural heritage ob-
jects, such as historical manuscripts [JW13, BESL14]. Tem-
poral metadata, in fact, can be provided in multifarious man-
ners, e.g., 1450, before 1450, after 1450, around 1450, 15th
century, first half of the the 15th century, etc. One can try
to transform such temporal formats into machine-parsable
time ranges, but the visualization of such uncertainties is a
crucial issue as it comprises considerable risks of misinter-
pretation. Applying methods capable of visualizing temporal
uncertainty as proposed by Slingsby [SDW11] can be a first
step, but their utility for humanities applications needs to be
investigated.

Reconstructing workflows with visualization. In two vi-
sualization papers, authors related situations where, during
their conducted case studies, humanities scholars mentioned
the importance of visualization features that emulate the
scholar’s workflow. In [KJW∗14], users liked the display of
digital copies as this builds trust in the visualization. When
working with genealogy visualizations [BDF∗10], histori-
ans “insisted on redundant representation of gender ... that
is consistent with their current practices.” Both situations il-
lustrate the future challenge of inventing visualization tech-
niques for digital humanities applications that the humani-
ties scholar can easily adapt. An important task for the com-
puter scientist is not only to incorporate a scholar’s workflow
when designing the visualization, but to also communicate
all aspects of data transformation, so that a scholar is able
to generate trustworthy hypotheses. The importance of this
issue is documented in [GO12].

Usability studies. Although the utility of most visualiza-
tions considered within our survey was illustrated by usage
scenarios, we found little evidence about conducted usability
studies to, for example, justify taken design decisions. The
number of humanities scholars participating in such studies
is potentially very small due to the multifarious research in-
terests scholars may have on a large body of texts belonging
to different eras and genres. Generating a user study format
that caters for the interests of many different scholars is re-
quired to gain valuable insights into guidelines for design-
ing visualizations for the digital humanities. When it comes
to tool building, in fact, the digital humanities community
poses interesting and complex challenges by virtue of its in-
terdisciplinary nature. It embraces a wider range of disci-
plines, so the techniques it offers should address the larger
scope. It also welcomes contrasting mindsets, methods and
cultures, thus complicating communication. While sharing
similar logical and analytical methods, computer scientists
tend towards problem solving, humanities scholars towards
knowledge acquisition and dissemination [Hen14]. No one
community should operate in subservience to the other but
together, complementing each others’ approaches. For these
reasons and in this context, specialist terminology, assump-
tions and technical barriers should all be avoided. It is in this
sense that tool usability should be understood not only as im-
proved functionality or aesthetics but as a transparent guide
to utility [GO12].

8. Conclusion

Computer scientists and humanities scholars seemingly do
not have many things in common. Although they share some
methodologies, they are geared towards different goals. But
the digital age created a platform that brings people from
two research areas together: the digital humanities.

During our survey, we had the opportunity to take a look
at various fascinating digital humanities projects proposing
visualization techniques supporting close and distant reading
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of texts. In combination with papers providing visualizations
for historical texts, we classified close and distant reading
techniques and analyzed methods of combining both views
to allow for multifaceted data analyses. In the process, we
derived insights into a research area that requires the design
of intuitive interfaces, but visualizations for textual data as
part of the cultural heritage are rarely published in the visual-
ization community. Therefore, we listed future challenges to
support humanities scholars with close and distant reading.
Developing solutions could provide beneficial contributions
for both research fields. Furthermore, we outlined collabora-
tion experiences reported by visualization researchers work-
ing in the field of digital humanities as a means of singling
out the important ingredients for a successful project.
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